Abslr(lct-Data partitioning in H.264 Extended Profile "ideo coding enables unequal error protection. Its perfonnance can be impro,'ed if the decoder tries to also decode packets containing errors. We propose a soft-input sequential decoding algorithm for the prediction residuals encoded in low-priority packets.
J. INTRODUCTION
The emerging video coding standard H.264 provides an error resilient mode (in the Extended Profile) which partitions data according to its importance [I] . Header data and motion vectors are labeled type A, so that they can be better protected. The residuals (prediction differences) of intra frames are labeled type B, while inter-predicted residuals are type c. Both type Band C data can be less protected than type A. All data is encapsulated into network abstraction layer units (NALUs), which are put in RTP packets for transmissi on over an IP network. Data parti tioning does not apply to instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR) pictures, which provide decoder restart anchors and should therefore be heavily protected.
Another key point of the Extended Profile is that the Lype H/C prediction residuals are encoded with a context-adaptive variable-length code (CAVLC), which has a simpler and potentially more robust structure than the arithmetic encoding available in the Main Profile. This makes it comparatively easier to devise a soft-input decoder for type B/C packets.
In this paper we consider a scenario where all packets are equipped with a CRC to detect errors. Type A packets and IDR packets are protected by a stronger channel code than type H/C, so that one can assume that all type A and !DR packets are received without error. However, the weaker (or absent) protection of type H/C packets causes them to be received wiLh random errors. The classic packet-loss framework simply discards packets that fail their CRC and tries to conceal the resulting decoding errors. We propose a soft-input sequential decoder for the packets containing errors; therefore we assume that the physical layer provides the soft information (log likelihood ratios, LLR) for the bits in these packets.
The CAVLC for the residuals contains also (a corresponding number of low-metric paths will be dropped from the st ack) and the stack is sorted again. These steps are repeated until the top path has the required length and can be output as the decoded path.
The choice of metric is key to the performance of sequential decoding. Massey [3] has shown that the heuristic metric introduced by Fano does indeed minimize the error probability of sequential decoding of variable·length codes, provided the so·called "random tail assumption" holds. Consider a message w that is encoded with the binary variable-length codeword xw,lXw,2' .. xW,l(w) and transmit ted over a binary input memoryless channel with transition probabilities P(ylx).
The received vector y is assumed to be longer than the 
Q=(�, �).
Then the a posteriori probability that message w has been sent is lew)
Pr( wly) = P(w) IT P(y;\X w,;),
Po(Yd where P( w) IS the a priori probability that w has been sent and Po(Y;) = Lx P(y;jx)Q(x) is the marginal channel output distribution induced by Q. The metric is now simply the logarithm (usually base two) of Pr(wly):
Using Q = (�, �), the argument of the right-hand "channel term" can be directly computed from the soft inputs, e.g. the LLRs log ���: I�l. Extending the metric to sequences wf = WI w2 . .. Wk is straightforward: the a priori term log Pr( wf) can be decomposed into the sum L�=llogPr(wilw�-l), which takes care of dependencies on past message symbols, e.g. due to syntax andlor semantics of the H264 CAVLC. The channel term in log Pr( wf Iy) is clearly additive; its summands wi 11 have to be conditioned on w�-l, since the choice of VLC codebook for Wi may depend on past symbols.
The a priori probabilities P(w) must be known in order to compute this MAP metric. For simplicity and to avoid intTO' ducing any bias, we assume that the compression is efficient and hence the probability of emitting a codeword is exponen· tially related to its length: P(w) = 2-f( w )! Lw 2-£(w).
A key difference to sequential decoding of convolutional code s is the fact that not all syntactically valid paths cor respond to valid decodings of a packet, since the header information imposes additional constraints. Only paths that have the correct length in bits alld encode the correct number of 5MBs (in the slice) are valid decoder outputs. This yields some error correction capability, since semantically invalid paths can be eliminated from the decoder stack.
Ill. COMBINED DECODING AND CONCEALMENT
The fixed·length·coded (FLC) fields in the residual packets are mostly due to the suffixes in the coefficient value codes,
The decoding metric assigns uniform probability to these fields, that is a hard decision is made and hence errors will go undetected. Our strategy is to compare the number of bits that the sequential decoder has Hipped in th e VLC parts with the expected total number of errors. If the difference is large, it is likely that errors occurred in th e FLC fields. Concealment is then requested for the MB containing the FLC bit with the smallest LLR, that is the bit most likely to be in error.
A more severe decoding error occurs when the sequential decoder outputs a wrong VLC path. This is more likely to occur within I frame slices (since these will utilize the maximal packet size) and results in block-shaped artifacts over several MBs, differing in color andlor intensit y from the rest of the picture. Therefore color and intensity differences as well as shape may be used to detect such errors and request concealment for the' corresponding MBs.
To detect the artifacts, we first compute the difference between the I frame and the preceding P frame. For every pixel ddi,j) of the the difference picture d, with k denoting the luminance y or the chrominance parts u and v, we co mpute the following metric:
which is simply the square norm of the difference picture in yuv space. This metric takes into account both luminance (magnitude) and chrominance of the difference between the I frame and the preceding P frame. To obtain a robust artifact detection method, the metric is thresholded and combined with several other criteri � , such as shape and size of the arti fact.
For example, it is ,important to avoid detecting as artifacts picture areas with high amounts of motion, which have larger difference picture v � lues and thus also larger metric. This can be avoided by comparing information about slice layout of the I frame with the shape of the artifact under test, since I errors will be localized in a slice. If the next I frame is already available (depending on the amount of buffering at the decoder), we ciln also check whether the artifact under test disappears in the next I frame. If it does, it is more likely to be a true artifact
In summary, we :use two methods to request concealment:
for PIB frames, the sequential decoder will request conceal· ment of individu al , MBs with possible FLC bit errors. This Example of sequential decoding and error concealment: original picture, picture with lost slices (packets). picture with residual errors after sequential decodiJlg. difference picture, artifact detection metric, piclUte after concealment.
does not always improve the PSNR or the perceived quality, especially if the bit in quesLion has low significance (however, a more refined detection method could take this into account).
For I frames, we use more traditional robust artifact detection, adapting it to the failure behavior of the sequential decoder.
Since the decoder is more likely to fail in I frames, its own requests for concealment will be less trustworthy than for PIB frames. Conversely, the detection used for the I frames is less robust for PIB frames.
Factors that make concealment more difficult, such as scene changes, were not taken into account. It probably makes sense to have the video encoder delect scene changes and use an IDR frame to start a new scene, so this is a lesser issue. Figures I and 2 show examples of the decoding and error concealment procedure. The pictures are taken from the simulations described in Section IV (channel SNR 7.5 dB).
A. Error Concealment Methods
There is a vast choice of error concealment strategies [4] . To keep the proposed method as generally applicable as possible, we did not want to use object-based methods. Our simulations focused on QCIF video (176x144 pixels or llx9 MBs). At Original picture, picture with lost slices (packets), picture ';'ith residual errors after sequential decoding, picture after concealment (Slighl errors remain).
such low resolutions, a lot of visual information is contained in a single MB and therefore temporal interpolation provides in most cases a better and simpler basis for concealment than spatial or frequency domain interpolation. Hence motion compensated temporal prediction was used for P and B frames.
Error concealment in 1 frames is more important, because the remaining errors propagate within the slice (H.264 uses spatial prediction to compress I frames) and also into the following P and previous B frames. We have chosen temporal interpolation with boundary matching for I frame concealment. If there was an error in a frame preceding the current I frame, and the area is smooth or contains clearly identifiable edges, spatial interpolation (possibly with smoothing along the edges) may be used to avoid error propagation. � . 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
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